Creative Writing Prompts for Kids
When I was in 6th grade, I had a wonderful language arts teacher
named Mrs. Reinhardt. Each morning, she would write a writing
prompt on the chalkboard as a warmup exercise. Sometimes they were
fun and creative, other times they were philosophical and intellectual.
After about 15 minutes of writing in our composition notebooks, the
students would share their stories with each other, reading aloud to
their peers. Through this regular activity, I developed my love for
creative writing, and developed my writing ability.
Today, I want to share this excellent writing exercise with other
students and teachers. I have written a set of original writing prompts
for kids, 20 questions per grade level, Kindergarten through 7th Grade,
and collected them in this small ebook. They are sorted by school grade
for the convenience of teachers. Best of luck with your writing!
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Kindergarten Writing Prompts
1. What is your favorite animal? Describe what it looks like and why
you like it. Would this animal make a good pet?
2. What is your favorite book? Name a character from this book. What
does this character do?
3. What did you do yesterday?
4. What do you want for your birthday?
5. Describe your favorite toy.
6. What do you like to do on the weekend?
7. What is your favorite color? Name a few things that are this color.
8. What do you do during recess?
9. Describe one of your friends.
10. What is your favorite subject in school. Why do you like this subject?
11. What is your favorite day of the week? Why is this your favorite
day?
12. Imagine you are spending a day on a farm. What do you see? What
do you do?
13. Describe some of the animals in the ocean.
14. Imagine that a parrot lands on your shoulder. What is the parrot’s
name? What does the parrot say? What does the parrot look like?
15. What are you going to do tomorrow?
16. Describe your favorite food.
17. What are some toppings you would not like to have on your pizza?
18. What do you like to do after school?
19. Where would you like to go on vacation?
20. Imagine you can fly like a bird. What would you see as you fly
through the sky?
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First Grade Writing Prompts
1. What is your earliest memory?
2. What do you want to be when you grow up?
3. Imagine you are building a spaceship to travel to the moon. What
does it look like?
4. Imagine you are an inventor. What will you invent? How will you
build it?
5. If you were given one super power, what would it be? What would
you use this super power for?
6. If you could live anywhere in the world, where would you live? Why?
7. Describe one thing you are thankful for.
8. What would your life be like if your were born one hundred years
ago?
9. What would you do if you had a million dollars?
10. Describe your favorite sport and why you like it.
11. Pretend you are a daring explorer. Where will you travel to? What
will you see?
12. How are you similar to your parents? How are you different?
13. Describe one thing that makes you unique.
14. Imagine you wake up one morning and discover that you have been
turned into a tyrannosaurus rex. What will you do?
15. What are three numbers that you like? How do these numbers
relate to one another?
16. What is your favorite color? You least favorite color?
17. Describe a job you would not like to have.
18. What is your favorite subject in school? Why do you like this
subject?
19. Describe what your life would be like if you were 10 feet tall.
20. What is your favorite fairy tale? Write what happens in this story.
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2nd Grade Writing Prompts
1. All the animals have escaped from the zoo. Now lions are roaming
the streets, while elephants trample cars, and monkeys swing from
street lights. You are bicycling home from the grocery store with a
large bag of groceries, and a tiger charges across the zebra path in
your direction…
2. Some days are stranger than others. Today was the strangest of all,
because gravity stopped working…
3. If you were granted one super power, what would it be? How would
you use it, and what would be the consequences of this power?
4. Describe an accomplishment you are very proud of.
5. If you could live anywhere in the world, where would you live? Why?
6. You walk into a cave. There you find a magic lamp, containing a
genie who will grant you one wish. What do you wish for?
7. What is your favorite hobby? Describe why you enjoy this activity.
8. You are a mad scientist creating a new monster. Describe the
creature you are building in your lab.
9. What do you like about yourself?
10. Summer vacation has arrived! Our plane has landed in Hawaii, our
bags are in the hotel. Mom and my sister Sarah are going to the
shell store. My brother Tommy and Dad are building a sand castle,
and I am going for a swim in the ocean. I dive in, swim a few
strokes, and discover that I can breath underwater…
11. One day I woke up and looked out the window. To my surprise, I
saw that my house was floating high up in the sky…
12. Deep in the forest lived a very old bear with magical powers that
allowed the bear to…
13. It was the greatest tree fort in the world…
14. One evening after dinner, a wizard came to our door. He waved his
wand, cast a spell, and turned my dad into a…
15. If you could only eat one type of food for the rest of your life, what
would it be?
16. Describe one thing you are thankful for.
17. Describe your favorite afternoon snack.
18. Write a conversation two dogs would have if dogs could talk.
19. It was the worst birthday ever…
20. Why does Santa Claus live on the North Pole?
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3rd Grade Writing Prompts
1. What will your life look like 10 years from now?
2. If you could bring back an extinct species, what species would you
choose, and why?
3. Describe your ideal vacation.
4. Imagine you are a famous inventor genius. You have been asked to
create a new invention to help humanity. What will you invent?
How will you build it?
5. We drove deep into the jungle. Suddenly, the wheels of our Jeep got
stuck in the mud. A moment later, we heard a loud roar in the
distance…
6. The lunch box jumped up and down on the table. There was no
doubt about it. Something inside my lunch was alive…
7. On my way to school I found an old bag on the street. Inside the bag
was a million dollars…
8. I turned the eerie key in the lock. The ancient door creaked. Dust
swirled around me. I gave the door a push and…
9. What happened inside the haunted house?
10. If you could have an exotic pet, what sort of animal would you
choose? Describe how you would take care of it.
11. What is a valuable skill to have? Why is this skill valuable, and how
could you learn it?
12. What is your favorite song? Why do you enjoy this song?
13. If you were stuck alone on an island and could only bring one item,
what would you bring and why?
14. Imagine you are a powerful magician. Describe one of your spells
and how to use it.
15. Cerberus is a giant three-headed dog in Greek mythology. Describe
what would happen if you had Cerberus as a pet.
16. You are on a quest to slay an evil dragon. What weapon do you take
with you, what obstacles will you meet on your journal to face the
dragon? Who do you meet along the way and why is the dragon evil?
17. Describe a time in your life when you really tried your best.
18. Describe your favorite breakfast.
19. Describe the pros and cons of owning an enormous duck.
20. What do pirates do on their days off?
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4th Grade Writing Prompts
1. Which came first, the chicken or the egg? Give a creative
explanation for your answer.
2. You are surfing across the galaxy in a space ship. As you’re flying
through the Milky Way, you encounter a collection of unsavory alien
gangsters who want to steal your ship…
3. Who is your favorite fictional character? Why?
4. If you could meet one famous person from history, who would it be?
5. You have just inherited a medieval castle. The castle is rumored to
contain a vast hidden treasure, along with a ghost who guards it.
Describe your adventure within this mysterious location.
6. Imagine you could combine two or more animals to create a new
species. What animals would you merge together? What would be
the name of your new species?
7. Describe your life if you had been born in the same location one
hundred years ago.
8. Describe your life if you were born in the same location one hundred
from now.
9. If you were stranded on an island with one other person, who would
you like to have with you?
10. Describe a time in your life when you made a mistake and what you
learned from it.
11. You are trapped in a dark dungeon made of stone. Describe how you
would escape.
12. Name a famous person you admire. Why do you admire this person?
13. I visited the carnival today. As I rode on the ferris wheel, I looked
down and noticed something wasn’t quite right…
14. You’re traveling in a submarine when suddenly the engine stops
working. The submarine begins to sink. What do you do?
15. Find a quote that you like and explain why you like it.
16. You are the owner of a new restaurant. What is it called, what kind
of food do you serve, and what makes your restaurant unique?
17. What do you find very annoying? Why does this annoy you?
18. Write about someone or something you care about.
19. Describe your perfect day.
20. What do you like about school? What do you dislike? What would
you change about school to make it better?
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5th Grade Writing Prompts
1. How has the internet changed the world?
2. A old wizard dressed in a cloak approaches you. He says he can tell
you the day, time and place of your death. Assuming he is telling the
truth, would you want to know this information? Why or why not?
3. You are a theme park engineer responsible for creating a new and
exciting ride. What is your new park attraction called? Describe how
it works, and why you think people will like it.
4. What will life be like in the year 3000?
5. Write a story with an anticlimactic ending.
6. What would be the benefits of discovering that you glowed in the
dark?
7. If some people could walk through walls, how would this affect
society?
8. Describe a day in the life of a caveman.
9. I walked into the saloon, and at the table sat the bandit. “One-eyed
Frank, I’m here to collect the $5000 reward on your head.” One-eyed
Frank stood up from his chair. Write what happens next.
10. Write a ghost story.
11. You are a contestant on a show called “Silly Questions.” Write a few
of the questions asked by the host of show, along with your answers.
12. Write an autobiographical limerick.
13. Two siblings are arguing. What are they arguing about? Write down
the point of view of each sibling.
14. Write a fan-fiction sequel to your favorite movie.
15. You are lost in the desert. Without food or water, you collapse on the
sand. And only to make matters worse, a scorpion suddenly crawls
out from underneath a rock and bites you. How do you survive?
16. Write about your adventures climbing Mount Everest.
17. Write an adventure about you and your grandfather that took place
in the nursing home.
18. The city is being attacked giant Plutonian dust mites. They’re
crashing through the buildings and devouring cars. How do you stop
them?
19. A bottle floats to shore. In the bottle is a treasure map…
20. What would happen to the world if books were made illegal?
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6th Grade Writing Prompts
1. The year is 1700, and you are in charge of starting a colony in the
New World. Name your colony, and describe how you would build it.
What challenges would you face, and how would you overcome
them?
2. You meet a wise man at the top of a mountain, who knows all the
answers. He will let you ask him one question. What do you ask?
3. Humans have colonized Mars, and now you are on a space ship
traveling to the new Martian settlement. Describe your thoughts
about traveling to this new planet. Why are you going? What will
you see? Who will you meet?
4. The year is 1880, and your sailing ship has just crashed on a
tropical island in the Pacific. How will you survive?
5. You have just found a time machine. What happens next?
6. What is the difference between hearing and listening?
7. Your space ship has been sucked through a black hole and
miraculously you have survived the trip to the other side. Describe
what you encounter.
8. If you could not longer use a cell phone for an entire year, how
would you communicate with people?
9. You’re a detective in the 1930s. Write a story about your first case.
10. How did computers affect the world?
11. Invent a new holiday. Describe what you’re celebrating and some
traditions that go along with the holiday.
12. Name one problem that currently exists in the world. How would
you solve it?
13. What is your definition of creativity? How are you creative?
14. Write an autobiographical haiku.
15. Write a plot summary of a story that contains three fictional
characters from three separate books by three different authors.
16. Write myth explaining how the world was created.
17. Write a story about a superhero with a ridiculous superpower.
18. You’re spending the day with the wizard Merlin. Write down some
of the wise lessons he teaches you.
19. The campfire grew out of control…
20. Describe your life if you lived during the Middle Ages.
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7th Grade Writing Prompts
1. Describe some of your life goals.
2. Write a mythological explanation for why the sky is blue.
3. Write a fictional explanation for why the earth is actually flat
instead of round.
4. Write a mythological explanation for why the sun rises every
morning.
5. What would you do with your time if you had a billion dollars?
6. If it were possible, would you choose to be immortal? Why or why
not?
7. Why is truth important?
8. Please explain the meaning of life in 140 characters or less.
9. Describe one thing you can do today that will help you succeed
tomorrow.
10. Describe something you want to accomplish in your life. List the
necessary steps needed in order to accomplish this.
11. What does it mean to be successful?
12. Is it better to be a big fish in a small pond, or a small fish in a big
pond? Why?
13. Write a persuasive argument why ostriches are better than koala
bears, or vice versa.
14. When is it important to lead, when is it important to follow?
15. What would you do if you discovered you could control time?
16. Is fighting crime as a super hero an effective way to improve the
world? Why or why not?
17. Describe an unusual but legal way to earn money.
18. Describe one thing you have learned this week.
19. Are some ideals worth dying for?
20. How did books change the world?
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